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Abstract
In this paper we present the design details of the visual per-
ception system in Aware Home. This paper is intend to (a)
detail our design details; (b) provide insights on how dif-
ferent parts of the tracking system are inter-related to solve
complex perception tasks; (c) document ideas and poten-
tial research directions; (d) provide performance evalua-
tion. This work will primarily focus on algorithm and de-
sign issues, while another Technical Report will be authored
to address coding issues related to this system (APIs, class
structures, etc).
1 Overview
1.1 Task and settings
We are working in Aware Home Research Initiative, a
smart environment with overhead cameras mounted for ev-
ery kitchen, living room and hallway. Our task is to pro-
vide house-wide visual perception capability for various
location-aware user-interactions.
Obviously this task can not be achieved with any sin-
gle machine given current mainstream CPU capacity. For
this reason, distributed perception infrastructure has been
established (we will detail this in another Technical Re-
port), which essentially provide clear APIs for synchronized
communication of data beyond machine and process bound-
aries. Built on this infrastructure, we would like to achieve
a visual perception system that can:
1. Reliably track targets (presumably people), maintain
their identities across multiple rooms throughout their
lifetime, under reasonably wide range of system noise
(for example, illuminations disturbance);
2. Function robustly in real-time with distributed comput-
ing facilities. The tracker should not be subject to spe-
cific camera deployments / machine configurations;
3. High degree of automation or limited manual interven-
tion during extended period of time. The service is
preferably up and running 24-by-7.
The visual tracking is still an open research topic despite
enormous research efforts and vast amount of literatures
in the recent two decades, especially for large-area and/or
multi-camera cases. The final solution can be quite dif-
ferent depending on specific application requirements, con-
straints, and other considerations. Our discussion will be
concentrated on a real-time visual tracker for in-door sce-
narios with multiple cameras. We hope our endeavor can
be as general as possible so that this system design can be
helpful for other application scenarios.
1.2 Previous work
The W4 system [12] and its successor W4S [13] (with addi-
tional stereo capability) are designed for outdoor surveil-
lance and activity analysis with monochromatic and sta-
tionary video cameras. Their targets have to be isolated,
upright, and un-occluded in order to proceed. The VSAM
project [6] [7] is another system focus on large-scale multi-
camera, multi-target visual tracking for military awareness
in an outdoor settings. However, the project’s emphasis is
to providing an unified interface for a human operator rather
than full-automatic visual tracker. For this reason, their de-
sign is quite different from what we intend to implement
here. Recently we found Tim Ellis of City University Lon-
don also has good work on multi-camera visual tracking in
city environment, especially their automatic scene learning
technique, readers are encouraged to refer to his website for
publications and ideas.
The major difference between outdoor and indoor track-
ing is that we can no longer safely assume targets are rea-
sonably separated, and visual occlusions are no longer un-
common. The small distance between camera and target
sometime causes significant perspective distortion, and vi-
sual modelling becomes prohibitively complicated. A num-
ber of previous work on multi-camera, multi-target visual
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tracking in indoor/smart environments is reported:
The Cai’s work [3] has the similar architecture as our
work and uses multiple features (location, color) to facili-
tate consistent tracking, whereas they do not present a so-
lution for occlusion. In a typical smart room environment,
Microsoft’s Krumn [23] takes advantage of multiple stereo
camera modules to simplify tracking task and their system
can deal with 2 to 3 people in one room in real-time. They
also use color histogram to maintain identity across frames.
Another interesting work is done by Huang, et. al. [16] for
an intelligent room using regular and omnidirectional cam-
eras. They can track up to 4 people in a room with some de-
gree of success. M2Tracker [27] is most similar to our work
in terms of a multi-camera and multi-target visual tracker.
They explicitly use human color models to further segment
blobs into individual target, and associate targets from mul-
tiple views with a region-based stereo algorithm. One po-
tential issue is that the tracker might get confused when two
targets are wearing similar clothes, especially during tar-
get initialization. Our approach simplifies the system de-
sign and improves robustness by: 1) eliminating occlusion
early during feature fusing phase; 2) associating targets with
more robust and cheaper geometrical constraints (compared
with stereo). In the long-run, we want our system to be able
to deal with multiple room and ideally deal with 5-10 people
in real-time. We have not found systems elsewhere that can
provide similar capabilities so far, to our best knowledge.
For system development, OpenCV and LTI package
(http://ltilib.sourceforge.net) provide valuable source of ro-
bust computer vision algorithms. The latter also has nice
design for large scale architecture that enables flexible al-
gorithm development and cooperative vision modules.
For the rest of this paper, I will cover major parts of the
proposed visual tracker, namely background subtraction, vi-
sual fusing, motion correspondence and labeling handover.
Besides above-mentioned algorithm issues, we will also
discuss the enabling middleware that glues individual al-
gorithm modules. Special attention is given to illustrate
how ambiguities are eliminated gradually so that reasonable
tracking performance can be achieved as a whole. In the
end, performance evaluation and discussions will be pre-
sented.
1.3 System architecture
From system engineering point of view, there exists var-
ious competing middleware designs and implementations
(CORBA, DCOM, JMI, etc.) to enable distributed com-
puting practice. Given algorithms running in separate pro-
cess space or even different machines, we would like toglue
the modules together to form a distributed yet coherent sys-
tem. Here in the system we base our system on Microsoft
COM/DCOM. It turned out to provide reasonable perfor-
mance in general.
Generally a good design practice is to use a thin layer
with well-defined interfaces and clear semantics. Within
each module, we concentrate on the platform-independent
algorithm design while treating the communication func-
tion as a black box. For the communication layer based
on COM/DCOM, we carefully keep them separate from the
algorithm code and only this portion of code are system-
specific. This makes further port to other distributed com-
puting technology (for example, grid) much more easier.
At system level, we designed the following hierarchy
(Fig. 1) to illustrate both visual information abstraction and
module responsibilities. The idea is that we hope to elimi-
nate ambiguities gradually at various stages of the system.
This modularization practice makes the system very robust































































Figure 1: system schema
There will be another Technical Report detailing soft-
ware engineering efforts for the system.
2 Background subtraction
Background subtraction is a well-studied however not yet
fully-solved topic due to its own inherent ambiguities. The
Wallflower [37] and Wang’s work [42] provide quite de-
tailed survey and we won’t repeat here.
Background subtraction, motion differencing and optical
flow are somewhat standard approaches for visual sensing
front-ends. Optical flow computation tends to be computa-
tionally expensive. For in-door static camera settings, well-
engineered background subtraction algorithm often consti-
tutes suitable solution. Motion differencing is generally
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used for outdoor settings, for example, [6] [7] switch be-
tween background subtraction and motion differencing for
blob sensing for PTZ cameras since background is hard to
obtain and maintain. The major issue for all above motion-
feature-based algorithms is that the motion features does not
necessarily correspond to the objects we are interested in
tracking, a fundamental flaw that leaks various ambiguities
into the rest parts of the visual tracker.
We use the algorithm proposed by [14] because it can
deliver reasonable performance under reasonable wide illu-
mination variations. The algorithm in [20] can also be used
alternatively and we have an implementation in our system.
In our specific settings, we conclude that:
Deposited objects will initially appear as detected blobs
since they are not registered with the background model.
The gradual merging (compensation) of foreground into
background provide a remedy to this problem while intro-
ducing new issue of its own: the non-moving targets will
gradually cease to be detected as blobs. However, this com-
pensation feature is essential in our working environment to
accommodate depositing objects, since otherwise it will be
quite awkward for real environment. We keep this feature
enabled in our system.
Deposited objects and background holes will be recorded
as targets when their blobs are detected. This is acceptable
as long as these kinds of targets can be graduated eroded and
do not interfere with other targets under tracking. Being
a generic tracker, we have no knowledge and no intent to
distinguish them from true people targets.
3 Visual fusing
Single camera can only provide limited field of view and
fixed viewing angle, and quite often surveillance applica-
tions need multiple cameras to provide larger coverage,
flexible settings and possibly different image capabilities.
Visual fusing is our approach to address the issue of multi-
camera integration.
The original work [44] and our extension [45] has been
implemented in our visual tracker. After a period of perfor-
mance evaluation, we identified some issues and will sum-
marize the improved version here.
3.1 The design
The general idea is to exploit the overlapping of camera
views, and use both temporal and spatial constraints to as-
sist visual tracking. Given relatively high sampling fre-
quency (for example, above 5Hz), targets tend to be near
the location where they were in the previous frames. On
the other hand, it’s possible to cross-check targets using
overlapping views if available. It’s interesting to compare
our work with stereo-based tracking such as [1], [24], [28],
where the overlapping of camera views is exploited in stereo
methodology. Our advantage is that the camera configura-
tion is not so strictly enforced as in the stereo case, and is
not computationally expensive since we do not need pixel-
wise matching as in stereo. Actually this visual fusing algo-
rithm can run comfortably in real-time and consumes little
resources.
The major entities in our algorithm is polygons. Each
polygon represents a set of floor grids presumably contain-
ing one or more targets of interest. Currently we discretize
the floor into grids with displacement of2cm, a compro-
mise between accuracy and computing requirement. Each
polygonP has both lower bound constraintlP and upper
bound constraintuP to encode ambiguity for target count-
ing. Accurately counting targets and recording their states
for every frame is impossible, due to noise and complex
target interactions. For this reason, we instead record their
lower and upper bound and hope eventually this will con-
verge to the true value if proper updating is performed.
Once the lower bound has converged, hysteresis can be used
to stabilize output in case of small disturbances.
Without prior knowledge, polygons are initialized as:
lP = 0 (1)
uP = size(P )/TminSize (2)
Equivalence notation is:
{P} = {lP : uP } = {1 : size(P )/TminSize} (3)
The confidence of a polygon indicates to what extent we
confirm targets within the polygon, and it can be accumu-
lated or deteriorated depending on observation. Notice the
initialization of polygon Eq. 1 is different from original
work by [44] due to our confidence accumulation design.
uP tends to be loose because it’s often hard to provide ac-
curateTminSize, and we assume that targets fill every grid
in the polygon like water.
In addition to bound constraints and confidence, each
polygonP maintains a unordered list of targets it believes
under its coverage, the length of the list is alwayslP aslP
will eventually converge to the actual target count.
Targets and polygons are different in the sense that one
polygon might contain multiple targets under complex in-
teractions due to merging and split: even the use of multiple
camera cannot guarantee to segment targets perfectly (con-
sider the case there are 30 people in one room). A target
T contains states about an object of interest. Currently the
states include target label (targetID), location and velocity
in world coordinates, size and optional color model. Dur-
ing target initialization, location (with the help of proper
camera model), size can be computed. If we need optional
color model, a implicit assumption is that targets enter the
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scene individually to enable proper color model initializa-
tion. Additional information such as label, velocity will
be computed in the following motion correspondence step.
With proper label and tracking history, individual track can
thus implicitly formed.
We use a tree structure to encode and enforce spatial
and temporal constraints. Each tree node is apolygon, ei-
ther comes from current frame (namelyP-polygons) or is
left from previous frames (namelyQ-polygons) due to un-
solved ambiguities.
For any tree nodei, there are 4 properties this tree struc-

















The tree structure is updated every frame with P-
polygons where spatial and temporal constraints are en-
forced. After the update, observations of targets as well
as target count can be obtained to feed into motion corre-
spondence algorithm. Several key steps in the updating al-
gorithm are described here.
3.1.1 Add P-polygons
P is initialized by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. Initially each P-polygon
P acts as a single node, i.e., it does not have a parent node.
If P is found to intersect only one Q-polygonQ, simply
addP as child ofQ.
If P intersects exactly two Q-polygonsQ1 and Q2,
merging is detected: targets in eitherQ1 or Q2 might have
moved intoP . Adding P as a child to bothQ1 and Q2
would have created an undesirable cycle in the tree. Instead,
we update the tree by:
1. Locate polygonN : the closest common ancestor ofQ1
andQ2 in the tree. Intuitively this is the smallest area
that can completely cover bothQ1 andQ2 (which in
turn coverP in the new frame);
2. Create a compound Q-polygonQ(1,2) with the bounds
initialized by the combined bounds ofQ1 and Q2,
{Q(1,2)} = {lQ1 + lQ2 : uQ1 + uQ2}, and target list
initialized by simple concatenation ofQ1 andQ2 (an
unordered list);
3. To ensure overall counting correctness, for any node
Qk along the path fromQ1 to Q2 via N (exceptN )
in the tree, letlk decreased byuP to accommodate the
worse case that at mostuP targets might have exited
from polygonQk;
4. Add the compound Q-polygonQ(1,2) as the child of
N ; remove Q-polygonQ1 andQ2; addP , Q1 andQ2
as children ofQ(1,2).
If P interects{Q1, Q2, ..., Qk}, handle this by several
nested calls. See [44] for details.
For any P-polygonsP that does not overlap with any Q-
polygons, consider it as a new polygon and add it directly
as the child of the root.
After all P-polygons has been added into the tree, any
Q-polygonQ which has multiple P-polygons as children is
detected as split, and any compound Q-polygon indicates a
merge occurrence.
3.1.2 Remove redundant
The redundancy removal is the same as in [44]: any Q-
polygons without children is simply obsolete and removed
from the tree. Intuitively, this is because ambiguities for
those Q-polygons has been successfully removed, and we
do not need them any more. Any Q-polygons with only one
child is also obsolete and removed. In this case, the only
child will be updated by the tighter between the Q-polygon
and itself. Target list is also updated accordingly.
3.1.3 Update bounds
General, update bounds involves two sweeps: propagate
constraints from leaves (local count) to root (global target
count) by Eq. 4 and Eq. 6; propagate constraints from root
to leaves by Eq. 5 and Eq. 7. Note the downward updating
has to be performed in parallel to ensure correctness.
The lower bounds for P-polygons are initialized as 0
simply due to insufficient confidence. As contrast, lower
bounds for Q-polygons tend to be more reliable because
they incorporate and filter history information.
We illustrate the process in Fig. 2 given an imaginary
scenario that P-polygonP0 intersects withQ0, andP1 in-
tersects with bothQ1 andQ2. Numbers changed from pre-
vious step are marked italic and underline to facilitate un-
derstanding. Keep in mind that the number of targets for
each polygon is always itslbc.
3.1.4 Gather observations
In order to get target observations, we traverse the tree in
pre-order, i.e., visiting the node itself before visit all its chil-
dren. There is nothing to do with a P-polygon but simple
















Figure 2: updating of the polygon tree
Qi, we examine whether
∑
∀j∈children(i) lj = li. If the
Q-polygon istight, all targets associated withQi can be re-
liably observed in current frame (its child P-polygons), and
we deliver its children as the latest observations; otherwise,
to maintain temporal smooth, we still use this Q-polygons’s
state as output (optionally disturbed by some noise to model
dynamics).
3.2 Confidence accumulation
Each polygon is associated with a confidence to measure
the probability that the polygon contains confirmed targets,
and we use that to design a soft decision schema on target
counting and localization.
The confidence of a polygonP is mathematically mod-
eled as a function of bothP and timet:
p(P, t) = 1− e−t/T1 (8)
whereT1 = T1(x, y) is the time constants depending on
camera coverage of local grid. The more camera coverage,
the less time constantT1, implying a quick accumulation
rate since we tend to trust observation which has visual sup-
port from more cameras.
We update confidence with Eq. (9).
p(P, t) = 1− (1− p(P, t− 1))× e1/T1(x(t),y(t)) (9)
In the frames where a previous Q-polygon cease to be
observed, we use a pseudo P-polygon, and its confidence
drops exponentially:
p(P, t) = p(P, t− 1)× e1/T2(x(t−1),y(t−1)) (10)
whereT2 = T2(x, y) is the time constants depending on
camera coverage of local grid. The less camera coverage,
the longer the time constantT2 because of unreliable obser-
vations.
Heuristically, we set bothT1(x, y) and T2(x, y) to be
2, 4, 8, 16 for floor grids where 4, 3, 2, 1 camera(s) are
available.T1(x, y) andT2(x, y) are set to infinite where no
camera coverage is available.
Before a polygonP ’s confidence has reached a prede-
finedTthres, we initialize lP = 0. The unconfirmed poly-
gonP will continue to be in the tree as long as it is contin-
uously observable. A polygonP is said to be confirmed by
settinglP = 1 when its confidence has accumulated above
Tthres. Note this is only a lower-bound for the actual target
count within the polygonP , and the tree update will grad-
ually ensure the correctness of the global count. When a
confirmed polygon fails to be visible in one frame, we man-
ually substitute with a pseudo-polygon with its confidence
exponentially deteriorated by Eq. 10.
When a confirmed polygonP ’s confidence drops below
Tthres, we have to exclude it from global target counting
by resettinglP = 0 and remove it from the tree. Fig. 3
illustrates the accumulation and deterioration of confidence
for polygons.Tthres is set to0.5 for current system.













from the tree 
Figure 3: change of confidence for polygons
For optimization reason, we pre-compute the quantity
e−1/T1(x,y) ande−1/T2(x,y) for each floor grid so that later
confidence update will be a simply look-up operation plus a
few simply arithmetic operations.
Another insight into real-world visual tracking is to ex-
plicitly model the scene to maximize tracker’s robustness.
Generally the better the tracker knows the world, the better
performance can be achieved. However, we have to be care-
ful not to constraint the tracker too much to a specific scene
settings since that will hurt portability.
We model the floor by explicitly telling the system where
the wall and furniture are. By settingT1(x, y) at those lo-
cations explicitly to infinite, we essentially dictate that new
target will never originated from those grids and target will
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never disappear from those grids. Example of such places
includes walls, and fixed furniture.
3.3 Algorithm
Here is the algorithm for the visual fusing:
1. Model the scene by pre-compute time constants: com-
puteT1(x, y) andT2(x, y) for each grid on the floor;
2. Get blobs from each blob detector. This fusing algo-
rithm need signal synchronization and some additional
sync code is needed;
3. With appropriate camera model information, project
blobs (from multiple blob detectors) onto floor;
4. Compute the intersection of all blob projections, ini-
tialize a list of P-polygons as new observations;
5. Add P-polygons;
6. Remove redundantandUpdate boundsfor the tree;
7. Gather observationsand feed into motion correspon-
dence for labeling assignment;
8. Iterate to next frame.
It’s noted that the fusing algorithm need synchronization
for each blob detectors to ensure proper functioning, see




It has to be noted that the output of visual fusing is merely
a set of target states without proper labels assigned. Motion
correspondence is introduced to help form temporally con-
sistent tracks. Thus the clique-level visual tracker is com-
posed of visual fusing and motion correspondence. This
separation of functionalities within visual tracker can be
considered as a divide-and-conquer effort that attempts to
simplify design for individual modules and provide bet-
ter insights into understanding their respective strength and
limitations.
Motion correspondence algorithms are widely studied in
various domains such as motion analysis, stereo, optical
flow and structure from motion. Originally for point-like
or identical features, the algorithms are often with domain-
specific constraints. Under strong assumptions as illustrated
in our previous work [45], even the simple nearest-neighbor
assignment can yield reasonable performance. However, in
order to have a solution that works under minimal assump-
tions, we have the following considerations:
The target count is unknown a prior and changing since
people enter/exit the scene from time to time. The inclusion
for varying number of targets greatly complicates the prob-
lem since it’s inherently indistinguishable with sensor am-
biguities, and thus conflicting requirements. To make this
clear, it’s just hard to tell the difference between a target
recovery after long-time disappearance and a new target ap-
pearance. It’s still not clear to us how much additional ben-
efit can be achieved with the use of additional color models.
Sensors might fail to detect targets due to temporary
weakness of visual signals, illumination change or even its
own failure. The possibility of false negative is not ne-
glectable and needs to be modeled in proper way. As con-
trast, we fortunately have overlapping views to enable reli-
able cross-checking, which means false positive is minimal:
once observation is detected, there has to be something out
there. This fact turns out to be very useful and makes the
whole complexity under control.
In our application, target labeling could be much easier
with the help of distinctive and accurate color models. How-
ever, it’s not always we can obtain accurate color model
due to camera limitation of field of view, and more study
need to be done to determine how to combine color feature
from multiple views. In case where people wearing simi-
lar clothes, the color model simply lost its ability to distin-
guish targets. Ideally we would built color and size features
in addition to positional ones, the target labeling problem
will downgrade gracefully to positional-based motion cor-
respondence in case of color and size ambiguities. This is
our current work focus to study how to dynamically and
adaptively change matching feature to achieve robust mo-
tion correspondence, similar to the idea proposed in [17]
[18].
4.2 Basic concepts
We’ve developed techniques based on Veenman et. al’s
work [39] [40] in our system. In essence, their approach
relies on minimization cost functions.
First we formulate the problem: suppose for the current
framet, we getmt original measurements. One measure-
ment contains position, and optional size, color model for
one target. The terminology is to distinguish fromdummy
measurementsas introduced later. Our task is to associate
them withM existing tracksup to now, considering the pos-
sibility of dynamic target enter/exit and detector failure.
Hungarian algorithm (also referred as Munkres’
Assignment Algorithm) is a polynomial runtime com-
plexity algorithm for solving the minimal cost assignment




We denote original cost matrix Ct =
{ci,j}(0≤i<M,0≤j<mt) (notice the zero-based index-
ing). In order to handle detector failure, we expand the cost
matrix by 1) proposemt new tracksto accommodate the
worst case that allmt original measurementshad originated
from mt new tracks; 2) proposeM dummy measurements
to account for the worst case that the detector fails to detect
all existing tracksand thus eachexisting trackhas produced
one dummy measurement. This will make a square cost
matrix of Ctλ = {ci,j}(0≤i<M+mt,0≤j<M+mt), with each
ci,j representing the assignment cost betweenith track with
jth measurement.
Inherited from [39],φthres is the cost threshold to tell
whether it’s necessary to start a new track instead of asso-
ciating measurement with a existing track. This value de-
pends on application requirements and system noise level,
and actually contributes a lot to the final assignment perfor-
mance.φinf , an arbitrary large value, is an approximate for
infinite. If we confine (normalize) cost function to be within
the range of 0 to 1, and0 ≤ φthres ≤ 1, φinf can be set to
1 + ε.
There is an internal termination counter for eachexisting
track to count how many successive frames the track has
been assigned withdummy measurements. The counter is
reset when the track gets oneoriginal measurement. Target
termination is triggered when the counter exceedsNterm.
The inherent reason for such design is thatdummy measure-
mentscan be caused by either temporary detector failure or
permanent target exit, which, can not be reliable decided
at the first frame of occurrence. The practical strategy is
to postpone several frames to see if the ambiguity can be
solved. The heuristicNterm is to delay such decision mak-
ing.
4.3 The algorithm
Here is the motion correspondence algorithm:
1. Synchronize blob sensing channels, and produce a set
of target measurements by visual fusing;
2. Compute each costci,j in the extended square cost ma-
trix Ctλ as following:
(a) existing tracks to original measurements, i.e.,
0 ≤ i < M , 0 ≤ j < mt, computecti,j depend-
ing onith track’s state withjth measurement. We
use our own cost function (explained in the next
section). If any of the preset hard constraints are
violated, setcti,j = φinf to invalidate any possi-
ble assignment;
(b) new tracks to original measurements, i.e.,M ≤
i < M+mt, 0 ≤ j < mt, setcti,j = φthres. This
implies eachoriginal measurementhas to check
with everyexisting trackfor possible smaller cost
before associating with onenew track;
(c) existing tracks to dummy measurements, i.e.,0 ≤
i < M , mt ≤ j < mt + M , setcti,j = φthres.
This implies eachexisting trackhas to check ev-
ery possibleoriginal measurementbefore giv-
ing up and associating with onedummy measure-
ment;
(d) new tracks to dummy measurements, i.e.,M ≤
i < M + mt, mt ≤ j < mt + M , setcti,j =
φthres. This cost will discourage any possible
association between them;
3. Apply the Hungarian algorithm to this extended cost
matrix which results in the minimal cost assignment;
4. For each assignment:
(a) Oneexisting trackto oneoriginal measurement:
the target is detected and updated directly, with
termination counter reset;
(b) Onenew trackto oneoriginal measurement: one
new target is detected and initialized by the mea-
surement;
(c) Oneexisting trackto onedummy measurement:
increase the termination counter. If the termina-
tion counter reading is great thanNterm, termi-
nate thisexisting trackdue to permanent target
exit; otherwise extrapolate position/velocity from
track history;
(d) One new track to one dummy measurementis
simply discarded.
5. Sent tracks out to global location manager, go back to
step 1 for next iteration of frame data;
We have the freedom to preset hard constraints such as
the maximum velocity depending on domain knowledge.
To understand more about what happened in the opti-
mization matching, let’s assumeM ≤ mt, since there is no
false positive based on our assumptions and thus we fully
trust measurements, at leastmt − M new trackshave to
be detected and created. If oneexisting trackcan not be
associated with anyoriginal measurementdue to temporal
detector failure or target exit, an additionalnew trackis cre-
ated to account for the availableoriginal measurement.
Similarly, whenM ≥ mt, at leastM −mt dummy mea-
surementshas to be reported. If oneoriginal measurement
can not have assignment cost small thanφthres for anyex-
isting track, there must be one moredummy measurement,
and onenew track.
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To sum up, detector failure is handled by keeping the
existing trackfor at mostNterm frames; after which thex-
isting trackis removed to account for permanent target exit.
New trackis initiated when there is noexisting trackto rea-
sonably claim for oneoriginal measurementwith similarity
small thanφthres.
4.4 Cost functions
To model regular cost functioncti,j , 0 ≤ i < M , 0 ≤ j <
mt, we initially tried the individual motion model im2, as
originally introduced by [33] and explained in [39]. The
major issue, however, is that people are not missiles, where
where dynamics are well-defined. People can walk/stop
very abruptly, and this lack of smooth motion approxima-
tion often break the system. We turned to a simpler and
heuristic combination of both location and velocity score,
with each score being truncated square distance. Each score
is a function ofith track (Ti) andjth measurement (Mj).














Dloc = Tloc,i −Mloc,j (13)
and
Dvel = Tloc,i + Tvel,i ×∆t−Mloc,j (14)
The overall cost is a linear and normalized combination
from both location and velocity evaluation, here we simply
setα1 = α2 = 0.5. In the future, size and color information
can be easily integrated as well. The weight can also be
adaptive as in [17].
cti,j = α1floc(Ti, Mj) + α2fvel(Ti,Mj) (15)
5 Clique Manager
5.1 The design
The addition of clique manager is is to assist target handover
across rooms (cliques). Before this point, we presented
clique-level visual tracker using visual fusing and motion
correspondence. Each instance of clique-level tracker are
designed to deal with targets within one clique, and thus
have only local track labels. If we want to globally main-
tain target’s identity across the house, we need a mechanism
to convert and manage global labels, and that’s the job for
the house-wide clique manager.
Initially this can be easily considered as another visual
fusing problem, however, there are some difference be-
tween the two and some unsolved issues:
Within individual clique there are significant overlapping
for camera views (around 1/3), while in the inter-clique
cases, only some of the cameras have overlapping at the
edge of cliques. The overlapping relation is somewhat com-
plicated.
We are dealing with a different set of vision abstraction
(as shown in Fig. 1), thus different perception tasks: previ-
ously we need to segment blobs into targets for proper fea-
ture extraction while here our major concern is to associate
targets from different cliques. Someone might argue that
the whole house can be treated as a big clique so that it’s
possible to fuse all camera’s blobs and followed by motion
correspondence. However, we have not yet fully understood
the scalability of those algorithms, and there might be seri-
ous performance issues. Also it seems this design violates
the intuition of clique and house.
We found the work by Makris, et. al [25] and later work
by Stauffer [36] interesting. They learn the trajectory pat-
tern from individual views and try to understand the scene
structure. This knowledge can potential help them handle
identity handover better. At this moment, we have not got
working code for the clique manager.
6 System Evaluation
Up to now, quite limited experimentations have been done
because of time and human resource constraints, and we
only have very rough and coarse understanding of how
such system will fit into the particular environment such as
Aware Home. A lot of further work is needed before we
can comfortably deliver the system and even possibly de-
ploy similar software and hardware to other environments.
We have designed several scenarios to evaluate the sys-
tem performance. In most of the cases, we use the second
floor kitchen area. All scenarios are captured in sync using
four cameras (cameraB4 - camerB7), and each testing case
is composed of four video files of the same length.
6.1 Synchronized capturing
The system is able to capture video in sync from multiple
cameras/video sources and write to a series of numbered
frames in JPEG/BMP format. In this case, we also need
to perform a manual post-processing by assembling frames
into video files using Matlab. All the testing cases are gen-
erated in this way.
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6.2 Background subtraction
We’ve engineered an implementation for the algorithm in
[14]. In general, the algorithm delivers very reasonable and
constant performance for in-door scenes. Especially, the
algorithm is good at dealing with shadow and highlighting,
which is not uncommon in indoor scenarios.
It seems the background subtraction module has some
difficulty in handling foreground merging. It’s simply
hard to find a comfortable compromise between foreground
merging and background maintaining. We might need more
experimentation work on this or work out other solutions.
The readers are encouraged to refer to Wallflower paper [37]
for performance evaluations and new ideas on background
subtraction.
6.3 Clique-level visual tracker
Our clique-level visual tracking is composed of two parts:
visual fusing and motion correspondence.
As in our previous work [45], we have a testing case
(1200 frame at sampling of 5 fps) about up to 4 people
walking in the working space, and our clique-level tracker
deliver reasonable tracking performance in real-time.
Typical polygons are shown in Fig. 4 with each pixel
in the figure represent a square grid of2cm. Even there
might exists ambiguities in individual views, targets can be
successfully segmented by fusing multiple views.
Figure 4: Typical polygons
Fig. 5 compares the ground truth with the output of vi-
sual fusing and the whole clique-level tracker. Compared
with ground truth, there are still erroneous spikes in the vi-
sual fusing output, which get eliminated by delaying deci-
sion making on target exit (using the heuristic termination
counter). This can be also viewed as a temporal filtering
and the cost of doing so is the lagged responses for target
exit.
Besides quite accurate target count, the visual tracker
also generates real-time inference of targets’ states such as
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Figure 5: Target’s count
location, velocity, and approximate size. For clarity, Fig. 6
and Fig. 7 shows X-t and Y-t plot of 3 out of 4 targets in the
test case. Note the failure around frame 820, where the track
1(a) (green) and track 1(b) (black) are indeed for one target.
The target stands very near to the wall, where the blob size
is not big enough for cross-view validation, and thus target
observation is lost for around 30 frames. The visual fusing
algorithm did automatically recovered to correct counting.
However, this interruption is a little bit longer to be justi-
fied as target recovery in motion correspondence algorithm.
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Figure 6: Target’s trajectory: x-t
Also in [45], we have another test case of one person
walking around the kitchen. This essentially removes the
motion correspondence burden and can be used to evaluate
the accuracy for visual tracking if ground truth trajectory is
9





















Figure 7: Target’s trajectory: y-t
available.
6.4 Stress test
There is another 675-frame synchronized video set at the
sampling rate of 5 fps. We design the experiment to be dif-
ficult by: 1) Up to four people enter the kitchen area dy-
namically; 2) When four people are all in the kitchen area,
the density is considered relatively high since there is a din-
ing table occupying 1/3 of the kitchen space that can not be
used; 3) we especially design their interactions to be com-
plex.
With this quite extreme scenario, we want to evaluate the
system performance and get an understanding of where and
why the system will fail.
This experimentation is inspired by [18] where the au-
thors used the similar technique to evaluate a visual track-
ing in a smart room. Here is some design details for the
experiment:
The time line for the videos in seconds: (see footnote for
definitions)
1Pass-by: two people move near one another close enough, and pass
each other;in-and-out: two people stand side by side, rapidly lean in and
out so they merge and split again;merge-and-stop: two people walk to-
wards each other to merge and then stop for several seconds before split-
ting again;merge-and-travel: two or more people merge, walk around the
room very close together before split again;large group merge: three or
more people merge together and splitting;object deposit: deposit object in
the scene, and later remove it.
0-20 four people come into the scene;
20-40 four pass-bys;
40-60 3-person in-and-out, followed by one large
group merge;
60-90 deposit object, followed by two merge-and-stops
and two merge-and-travels;
90-100 remove the object;
100-120 four people leave the scene.
The major problem is still the visual segmentation. Even
our fusing algorithm uses multiple cameras for visual seg-
mentation at its best efforts, in extreme case, such as large
group merge, there is simply no way to segment and locate
distinct targets. This will put extra burden on all subsequent
algorithms. Because 1) to keep temporal smoothness, in
visual fusing we tried to extrapolate from previous target
locations when not sufficient observations can be made (re-
member the case where the polygon node being not tight).
This causes potential issue, especially during target merg-
ing/split; 2) the motion correspondence complicated this is-
sue by introducing heuristics on target enter/exit. The orig-
inal algorithm [44] and our work [45] has tried with only
limited success, and there are still a lot of design and im-
provement work needed to be done here.
6.5 Summary
Some observations from the experimentations:
• For shadows on the floor, even in individual views they
tend to connect targets, visual fusing does a good job
of segment them into targets: we are essentially able to
get correctly segmented observation for each target in
most cases;
• The reflection on the kitchen refrigerator door is some-
time detected as blobs. However, it won’t leak into fur-
ther system since we explicitly model the 3D scene and
the projection of those blobs lies outside valid tracking
area;
• the clique-level visual tracker can perform reasonable
well under moderate scenarios, especially when the
number of target is smaller than 4 and without com-
plicated interactions. Under extreme case, the limi-
tation from hacks in visual fusing and motion corre-
spondence becomes apparent and overall performance
degrades;
7 Application
Essentially, this visual tracker can provide a real-time ser-
vice of target’s location, velocity (maybe other optional
state) in the house. Various location-aware applications can
be built upon this service.
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7.1 Finding lost objects
Given target’s real-time location information, we can auto-
matically direct the nearest camera to capture a snapshot of
the target’s activity. The concatenation of these snapshots
will represent a specific target’s activity over time. Even
though accurate activity analysis is hard, this video can at
least provide some visual cues for a human operator to fig-
ure out the past activity.
We cast this idea into the application of finding lost ob-
ject: by visually inspecting those automatically captured
snapshot videos, we help home residents to go through their
activities and find their lost objects. Refer to [30], [38].
7.2 Acoustic map building
Robot can navigate a new environment based on acoustic in-
formation and perform certain tasks. In this sense, building
acoustic map is part of the scene modeling process. In this
application we use robot to automatically build the acous-
tic map, while vision system provide a real-time location
feedback. See [9] for details.
8 Future directions
8.1 Alternative techniques
Joint Probabilistic Data-Association Filter (JPDAF) [10]
is not suitable for our application since it’s mainly used for
situations with clutter.
Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [31] [8] is
known for its conceptual complexity to keep multiple hy-
pothesis against temporal visual ambiguities. Actually In-
gemar Cox published his implementation code for visual
tracking (http://www.ee.ucl.ac.uk/ icox/). However, MHT
is a statistical approach, and requires parameters that are not
trivial to determine, and seems the algorithm is quite sensi-
tive to the parameters, see [39] and [40]. The additional
multi-camera setting further complicates the use of MHT in
our application.
8.2 Condensation
Another important family of algorithms worth investi-
gation is CONDENSATION (or similar particle filter-
ing technique). Generally the problem is that even
though condensation-like algorithms claim they can main-
tain multi-modality for the target distribution, they often
confuse multi-modality with identity in multi-target track-
ing scenarios. Also it’s just hard to tell whether a sudden
modality is due to noise or alternatively due to a new tar-
get. For this reason, there is very few work on multi-target
visual tracking using Condensation.
For multi-target tracking, condensation algorithms can
run in a single target’s state space vs. the multi-target joint
space. Tracking in multi-target joint space is always chal-
lenged by the curse of dimension. As the number of target
under tracking increasing, exponentially increasing number
of particles will be needed to maintain tracking quality. This
issue is further complicated by the dynamic number of tar-
gets as required in our settings. As a result, tracking in
single-target space is very desirable over their joint-space
tracking counterpart.
Through extensive literature reviewing, one practical so-
lution is to de-compose the multi-target state space into
multiple independent or nearly-independent single-target
space so that the complexity is reduced dramatically to
make the whole problem tractable. The basic assumption
here is that targets only interact in small occasions, and for
most of the time the multi-target posterior can be safely
modeled as a set of independent single-target posteriors.
But we still need a carefully-designed methodology to for-
malize this assumption. In addition, how to take advantage
of multi cameras is another issue that has not even been
fully addressed.
I’ll comments on different approaches to multi-target vi-
sual tracking:
Distinguishable targets in single space: As in [41], the
global posterior is modeled by a mixture of per-target PFs
(particle filters). Each per-target PF is tuned and locked on
one target, independently of other PFs. This approach pre-
cisely address the problematic feature of traditional particle
filter that it fails to maintain consistent multi-modal distri-
bution because of finite number of particles. The mixture
component only interact when component weights are com-
puted each step so that a global multi-modal posterior for
the whole world can be constructed.
As part of the dynamic model, particles can be organized
and re-clustered to handle addition/deletion of targets. The
flip side of this approach is that it can not handle occlu-
sion while at the same time maintaining consistent iden-
tity since it makes the decision instantaneously. With one
object completely occluded, the naive re-clustering process
would simply remove the target, losing all identity informa-
tion previously associated with it. Also for this reason we
argue that an occlusion-free observation model will greatly
help the task of maintaining consistent identity information
of targets in general multi-target tracking domain.
There is also an implementation paper [29] for this ap-
proach, where objects are detected and proposed using Ad-
aBoost.
Indistinguishable targets in single space: [21] suggests
the idea of tracking large number of targets using nearly-
independent PFs, which is otherwise impossible in joint-
space tracking because of the formidable number of par-
ticles needed. It also suggests an interesting idea of us-
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ing MRF (Markovian Random Field) to penalize potentially
confusing configurations under the assumption that intelli-
gent targets under tracking will tend to avoid bumping into
each other. With the use of MRF, the data association am-
biguity (caused by the lack of distinguishable feature of
targets) is dramatically reduced, so that simple dynamics
can be sufficient to maintain multi-target tracking. In this
sense, the role of MRF is equivalent to make individual tar-
get identifiableso that data association is generally simpli-
fied, which basically shares the same idea with [41]. The
PFs are nearly independent in the sense that the MRF com-
putation requires the knowledge of all target state hypothe-
sis, where theinteractiontakes place. The flip side of using
MRF is that we need to know the number of targets be-
forehand, since MRF is only meaningful given number of
targets is known or hypothesized.
Another approach in this flavor is [35], which is a
dimensionally-compressedversion of [34] if we are will-
ing to sacrifice targets’ identity information. Assuming
target indistinguishable, the author maintains the tracking
in single-target space using multi-modal posterior. Also
the algorithm is able to handle varying number of targets.
However, as the approach suggests, we still need a post-
processing to associate each peak (models) in the single-
target multi-modal posterior with internal targets, using ge-
ometrical constraints or other distinguishing features, which
also might be a source of ambiguity and error. However, this
approach seems appealing because of its simplicity.
Indistinguishable targets in joint space: The Bramble
[19] addresses the multi-target tracking problem by main-
taining a posterior distribution in multi-target state space.
By modeling both foreground and background, a multi-
blob likelihood function enables direct weight comparison
between particles with different dimensionality (containing
different number of targets). The particle set, containing
particles with different length, enables it to deal with dy-
namic object enter/exit, and provide a posterior estimate
of number of targets each time step. The biggest issue for
Bramble is that it works in the joint space to avoid explicit
data association at the cost of exponentially exploding num-
ber of particles. The targets in Bramble are indistinguish-
able in the sense that no per-target foreground model is de-
fined and maintained, which is the cause of possible mis-
takenly swapping identity especially during interaction and
occlusion. The possibility of using per-target foreground
model is discussed in their original paper; however, the re-
sult is discouraging since it suffered from the traditional
problems associated with adaptive templates.
Distinguishable targets in joint spaceThis constitutes
the most complicated scenario of all cases. First, theoret-
ically data association has to be explored considering ev-
ery possible association between the permutations of targets
and the permutations of observations. Second, the data as-
sociation is further complicated if we explicitly model clut-
ter (false positive) and missing targets (false negative) in
observation model, because we are now dealing with un-
equal number of models and observations and have to ex-
plain the difference. Third, when we are forced to consider
dynamic target enter/exit, data association possibilities are
further exploded since we are adding another factor to the
un-equal number of models and observations. [34] sum-
marized an approach exactly that way with huge time and
space complexities, though.
8.3 Improvement on system design
Generally, the major consideration in designing a visual
tracker is 1) how to prioritize application requirements for
complex vision tasks; 2) how to gradually remove ambigui-
ties and ensure self-recovery in face of ambiguity. The am-
biguities may come from visual occlusion, background clut-
ter, fluctuations/dramatic change in environment conditions
(for example, illuminations) and even algorithm/sensor fail-
ures.
target modeling For data association, we have not
yet fully integrated color model into motion correspon-
dence, this might be another working area. Person model-
ing (shape/appearance) is always difficult at medium view
range where significant perspective distortion exists. For
appearance model, [27] uses normalized RGB for color-
based matching across cameras in visual tracker.
Also we have not implemented part of [40] for global
optimality, that might be another working area.
Integrate human factor For usability study, one poten-
tial research direction is to investigate how to include hu-
man factor on the fly into the motion correspondence to en-
sure long-term reliability for complex surveillance tasks.
Two-way communicationFor system-level design, cur-
rently all communication are one-directional from bottom
to top. A potential research direction is to investigate how
knowledge from top to bottom can help the system.
Scene learningAs surveillance task shifts more and
more from low-level motion detection to high-level of
scene understanding, a cognitive vision system [5] that can
”know”, ”understand” and ”learn” the scene is highly de-
sired. Possible research will be focused to build system
that can learn the scene and automatically build a useable
knowledge base with vast amount of tracking data, even
possibly change the system’s behavior adaptively. See Tim
Ellis of City University London for his work on this area.
9 Summary and conclusions
The contribution of this paper are:
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• Give design details about the whole visual tracker in
Aware Home in order to gradually remove ambiguities;
• Conduct preliminary performance evaluation in Aware
Home settings;
• Summarize for potential directions;
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Appendix
Appendix A: heuristics in the system
1. TminSize: a heuristic value of the minimum size of a
target (in grid count);
2. Tthres: threshold for confirmed targets within one
polygon, suggest value0.5;
3. φthres: the cost threshold to tell whether it’s necessary
to start a new track instead of associating measurement
with a existing track;
4. Nterm: a heuristic value determining how many
frames we have to wait before terminating a track;
5. Dcutoff : cut-off distance for computing association
cost;
6. α1, α2: fusing weight for distance and velocity into
association cost;
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